Xcel Procures Wind, Solar and Storage for 1.7 to 3.0 ¢ / kWh in Colorado
by Herman K. Trabish
June 1, 2021 (abridged) – New data shows Xcel Energy Colorado’s 2016-2017 all-source competitive solicitation (ASCS) secured even lower costs than power sector leaders previously thought.  That adds momentum to interest in this emerging approach to procurement.
Xcel’s ASCS returned a 1.7¢/kWh bid for wind, a 2.3¢/kWh bid for solar, and a 3¢/kWh bid for solar+storage, according to a February 2021 Xcel presentation to Michigan regulators.  These prices, compared to Colorado’s average January 2021 residential electricity price of 12.6¢/kWh, have other utilities asking how they can use this procurement approach.
ASCSs identify "market-based portfolios that meet utility needs on both cost and risk from the full range of options," said 3rdRail Managing Partner Fredrich Kahrl, lead author of a March 2021 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) ASCS study.  The study outlines 11 ASCS proceedings from investor-owned utilities from 2011-2019, including Xcel Colorado and Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NIPSCO).
This resource-neutral approach can include utility self-build proposals.  It can be "a valuable strategy for utilities to address uncertainty in a time of rapid technological change," Kahrl said.
Unlike single resource requests for proposals (RFPs) to meet planning needs, ASCSs consider all offers that meet a utility’s criteria from all bidders, representatives of Xcel Colorado and NIPSCO said....
The Competitive Solicitation Process
Competitive solicitations allow utilities to compare prices of new power resource technologies with traditional generation options, LBNL reported.  They also allow utilities to compare the value of integrated portfolios of complementary resources, like renewables and battery storage, or renewables and natural gas, in meeting cost, risk and policy parameters.
Xcel’s similar ASCS process begins with "an open stakeholder-driven" planning process, Adelman said.  It is "completely linked" with the final selection of resources in the RFP, in which projects are evaluated, "not just on cost but on their net value to the system overall."  Net value is "market value and other benefits minus costs," LBNL reported.  It is "the appropriate metric for economic comparison," but it is challenging, because resources "have diverse operating characteristics," it added....  "But the heart of Xcel’s selection process is identifying the resources that bring the most net value to the system."
...  In its 2016 ASCS, Xcel Colorado received over 400 developer bids from a "very active and engaged bidder community" that responded favorably to "the openness, the transparency and ease of bidding," Adelman added....
In its bdding process "expected values and costs for the technologies change”, as things like technology advances and marketplace factors impact prices, Kahrl said....
The Results
....  Of the 16 ASCSs between 2011 and 2019, 11 were in 2017 or after, and results are now publicly available for only 4.  Public Service of New Mexico received 345 bids for its 456 MW 2017 all-source RFP, LBNL reported....  PNM has issued 3 still incomplete ASCSs since 2017, awaits responses to its 2021 ASCS, and "expects most, if not all, future RFPs to be all-source... It continues to look for ways to reduce the timeline and costs for the process, she added.
NIPSCO intended to use its IRP process to retire 2 of its coal units, NIPSCO’s Gomos said.  But "we saw other utilities with all-source RFP bids, particularly on renewables, lower than any we had seen, and we decided to do a competitive solicitation to understand pricing in our territory."
From responses to NIPSCO’s 2018 RFP, the utility decided to retire all its coal generation by 2028 and replace it with solar, solar+storage, wind, market capacity and demand-side resources, he added.  The new resource mix will reduce the cost of the original plan, which would have kept the utility's resource mix at 40% coal, by $1.1 billion....
Bids and prices in Xcel Colorado’s 2016-17 ASCS influenced NIPSCO’s decision-making, Gomos said.  The total of 417 bids to Xcel led to select 1,131 MW of wind generation, 707 MW of solar generation, 275 MW of storage, and 383 MW of existing natural gas generation....
NextEra Energy’s 300 MW Bronco Plains Wind project, which went into service in 2020, was bid at 1.07¢/kWh.  Coronal’s 75 MW Owl Canyon PV project, scheduled for service in 2022, was bid at 2.3¢/kWh.  And NextEra’s 200 MW PV p+ 100 MW 4-hour battery storage Thunder Wolf project, scheduled for service in 2022, was bid at 3.03¢.
Until the data were released in the 2021 presentation, 2018 reports of median bid prices were recognized by power system analysts as exciting indications of what is possible, former COPUC Chair Lehr said.  "The actual 2018 contracts were even lower and suggest there could be more surprises from the March 2021 Xcel planning and procurement cycle."
Challenges and Solutions
Linking planning and procurement, increasing transparency for bidders and stakeholders, and improving stakeholder engagement are "foundational" pieces of "next generation procurement," according to a February 2021 Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) and Regulatory Assistance Project paper....
"Non-price considerations are critical for managing risk and selecting viable projects, but they also increase utility discretion," LBNL said.  Regulators must compare utility self-build proposals with competitive offers, especially in their "debt equivalence, development and performance risks, and contract length."
With technologies changing in value rapidly, regulators may be caught between "keeping utilities solvent" and "meeting state policy goals," LBNL’s Kahrl said.  However, a well-regulated technology-neutral solicitation "is not intended to supersede state energy goals" but to "complement state energy policies" and support compliance, he said....
The value of demand-side resources (DERs) in a utility resource mix introduces complications that need to be addressed, the papers said....  DERs were not part of NIPSCO’s 2018 RFP, because markets offer no compensation for using them to meet capacity needs, NIPSCO’s Campbell and Gomos said.  "If the market allowed DERs to demonstrate capacity value, they would be evaluated like any other resource," Gomos added....
Energy storage raises similar questions, about how it will be compensated in capacity markets.  But regulators are increasingly requiring it in distribution system non-wires alternatives competitive procurements, LBNL said.  "There are also questions about what the minimum size of a non-wires resource should be and whether the bidder or the utility should be the storage aggregator and manage the operational complexities," Kahrl added.
Future Investments
....  The power sector may invest from $300 billion to $750 billion or more in the next decade on electricity resources, said RMI Principal and co-author of the RMI paper on next generation procurement Mark Dyson.  "Legacy processes and tools will result in procurement decisions that reflect the past," but there is "a once-in-a-generation opportunity" to use competitive procurements to avoid "squandering capital and locking in customer costs and carbon for decades to come."
ASCSs "can get the benefits of the competitive process faster and the transition to cleaner energy sooner," Lehr agreed.  "But they have to be done without compromising the quality of the solicitation."
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